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Abstract
In this paper, we use formal specification techniques to provide precompiled and provably 
correct domain-specific knowledge to autonomous agents. This allows for verifying agent inter-
actions in the environment. In particular, we show that negotiating agents can resolve mutually 
 incompatible local preferences and settle for an acceptable compromise by reasoning with for-
mally specified default and exception behaviors. We use Swarm, a formal specification language, 
to characterize the preference of negotiating agents that are using a variation of the contract-net 
protocol. The framework is illustrated on an example from the service interaction problem in 
telecommunications systems. The combination of formal specification and negotiating agents is 
a multi-paradigm approach that we believe will provide comprehensive solutions to a variety of 
multi-agent coordination problems.

1 Introduction
This work represents our initial efforts to combine formal specification and distributed artificial 
intelligence (DAI) to achieve flexible, yet timely and reliable, solutions to a class of problems that 
involve coordinating the efforts of two or more agents. Though formal specification methods and 
DAI have witnessed considerable research activity, the use of one of these methods alone does not 
produce a complete and timely solution for many practical problems. Whereas more flexibility 
is needed in formal methods, many DAI techniques do not provide the necessary guarantees of 
reliability needed to adopt them in critical applications. In this paper we propose one way to use 
formal specification to provide the necessary correctness guarantees for distributed negotiation. 
Additionally, the use of formal methods provides debugged, pre-compiled, and indexed domain-
specific knowledge that can speed up negotiation by avoiding costly mistakes and eliminating online 
search for the most appropriate negotiation strategy.

Our multi-paradigm approach provides for the initial detection of inconsistencies and conflicts 
between agent preferences prior to implementing the distributed system. This detection is per-
fomed by examining the formal specification of the relationship between agents and the negotiation 
options that can be performed. Using the information about possible conflicts, we develop default 
and exception operations for agents to cover all foreseeable interactions. Once implemented, the 
system of agents can more reliably detect and resolve conflicting preferences or goals by using the 
formal specification.

We have used formal specifications to characterize negotiation between contracting agents [5] by 
developing predicates and their constraints to represent a contracting framework, and then defining
safety and progress properties to instantiate appropriate domain-specific knowledge. The goal of this work is to formally characterize task requirements and agent capabilities and preferences, such that these specifications can be relaxed during on-line negotiation to arrive at task assignments that are acceptable to both parties involved in the negotiation process. A cost-based constraint relaxation and selection method is developed using default and exception operations for agents. We have shown that agent operations can be formally specified using the Swarm logic [2], [9] to aid negotiating agents to resolve conflicting requirements amicably and timely. In this paper, we concentrate on the practical application of this approach.

The target application problem is the service interaction problem in telecommunication systems [6]. This problem has been a subject of considerable research using formal specification [4], [14] and to a lesser extent, DAI [1], [7]. Our work bridges a gap between these research directions by providing a multi-paradigm solution to the service interaction problem that encompasses both a priori detection of service interactions and negotiation of solutions once the services are implemented.

2 Formal Specification for Negotiation

Negotiation provides a useful metaphor for the coordination of autonomous agents [12]. The most widely known negotiation protocol based on contracting is the Contract Net [11]. The basic premise of this form of negotiation is that, if an agent cannot solve an assigned problem using local resources/expertise, it will decompose the problem into subproblems and try to find other willing agents with the necessary resources/expertise to solve these subproblems. The problem of assigning the subproblems is solved by a contracting mechanism consisting of contract announcement by the manager agent, submission of bids by contracting agents in response to the announcement, and the evaluation of the submitted bids by the contractor, which leads to awarding a subproblem contract to the contractor(s) with the most appropriate bid(s).

We use a particular flavor of contract net as depicted in Figure 1, in that we assume the manager agent requests a service that can be provided by the contractor agent. In this variation and for the domain of problems on which we focus, a manager agent knows the contractor agent with which it should negotiate. The contracting process is used to identify which of the available subcontractors (requirement and bid agents) will be involved in the final contract. This variation of contract net is similar to the one used by Sen [10] to schedule meetings between attendees, in which the attendees (i.e., contractors) to a meeting are known, and the contract net is used to identify a mutually acceptable meeting time.

The managers and contractors belong to the class of managing agents; a particular managing agent can assume different roles in different negotiation instances. For a given instance of negotiation, the manager acquires a set of default requirements for the solution. Upon receiving a proposal from a manager, the contractor acquires a set of default bids for the services desired by the manager. For those default bids that conflict with the manager requirements, the contractor acquires a set of possible exceptions to the defaults that it sends to the manager for a decision. If a conflict still remains with the exception bids, the manager acquires exception requirements in a final attempt to conclude the negotiation positively.

Service agents are used by the manager and contractor to acquire the requirements and bids, respectively. A service agent has access to default and exception agents to provide the manager or contractor with sufficient information. A particular managing agent may be using any subset of the total set of available service agents. Since service agents are defined according to the problem domain, they are defined once and replicated among appropriate managing agents.
We use the negotiation framework by instantiating defined predicates within the problem domain. The actions of the negotiation are governed by safety and progress properties expressed over program states described by the predicates [5]. In the next section, we examine a specific problem domain in which we instantiate the defined predicates and illustrate the negotiation process.

3 The Service Interaction Problem

The service interaction problem in telecommunications systems falls into the class of problems in which the combined paradigms of formal specification and DAI can result in a comprehensive solution. A pressing problem in the telecommunications industry is how to define the services offered, such as caller ID and call waiting, to a consumer such that they do not conflict with each other and are amenable to the future addition of new services [6]. The conflict that arises between services is called a service interaction. In essence, a service interaction occurs when a service cannot be completed due to the presence of other active services.

In our negotiation framework, dialing numbers (DNs) are modeled as managing agents, and the services offered are modeled as servicing agents. The originating DN is the manager in a negotiation trying to connect to the destination DN, which is the contractor. The manager has a requirement agent for each caller service to which it subscribes, e.g., an unlisted number. The contractor has a bid agent for each callee service to which it subscribes, e.g., caller ID. Upon originating a call, the manager announces its default requirements that are needed to complete the call to the contractor. The contractor receives the requirements and requests its default bids from its bid agents. Each of the bid agents presents its needs (preconditions) for a connection to be established (postcondition). Default operations (both requirements and bids) have a cost of zero. The managers will perform the lowest cost option. Thus, performing the default operations is the most attractive solution to the problem, provided there are no conflicts. Once all default operations are obtained, the contractor determines which, if any, of the default bids conflict with the manager's requirements. If none conflict, the manager and the contractor agree to connect the call. If there is a conflict, the contractor requests agents to provide exceptions for those defaults found to be conflicting. These
bids are passed directly to the manager for a decision. The manager will resolve any conflicts with the lowest cost exception operation if available. If a conflict still remains, the manager will request exception requirements for those requirements that are still in conflict. Again, the lowest cost exception operation resolving the conflict will be chosen. If no positive action described by the service agents can be taken due to remaining conflicts, the negotiation terminates by disconnecting the call. Each managing agent has knowledge of this action.

To instantiate the domain, we associate with each DN and service an Agent predicate, in addition to whether it is a managing agent or a servicing agent. Given an agent with a particular dialing number, DN1, has an unlisted number, the following predicates are true in the environment:

\begin{align*}
\text{Agent(DN1), Managing(DN1), Agent(unlisted-number), Servicing(unlisted-number).}
\end{align*}

With an attempted call, the negotiation commences by instantiating the DNs to their respective types. For this example, we assume that the unlisted number service is only service to which DN1 subscribes. The representation of the service resides with the requirement agents of DN1 and its set of bid agents are empty as represented in the Requirements predicate below.

\begin{align*}
\text{Requirement(DN1,\{unlisted\}), Bid(DN1,\{\})}
\end{align*}

The only restriction on connecting a call for the unlisted service is that the number should not be identified at the destination. We can instantiate a default operation to reflect this restriction. Each Default predicate has the service agent, a precondition of the operation, and a postcondition. The cost of a default is zero.

\begin{align*}
\text{Default(unlisted, \neg Identified(DN1), connect)}
\end{align*}

In the presence of a conflict with the unlisted number service, the caller may allow some name identification to be used as opposed to the number. Each exception operation has the service agent, a unique identifier, pre- and postconditions, and the cost of employing the exception, which can be customized by the subscriber.

\begin{align*}
\text{Exception(unlisted, 1, \neg Identified(DN1) \land Name-Displayed(\text{"Lee"}), connect, 12)}
\end{align*}

We examine the following service interaction. A caller with an unlisted number attempt to connect a call to someone with caller ID, which requires disclosure of the calling number. This default operation leads to a conflict between users' intentions when they subscribed to the features. One exception operation to resolve the conflict is to negotiate the delivery of alternative identifying information [13]. Additionally, since the number is protected by the unlisted service and the caller is not intentionally overriding the display of his or her number (i.e., using *67), another exception operation of the caller ID service could simply display "unlisted number" and allow the subscriber (or callee) to determine whether or not to answer the phone.

Assume that DN1 calls DN2 and DN2 subscribes only to caller ID. We assert agent predicates for DN2 and the caller ID service. In addition, we express that DN2 subscribes to caller ID, making it part of DN2's bid agents.

\begin{align*}
\text{Agent(DN2), Managing(DN2), Agent(caller-ID), Servicing(caller-ID)}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Requirement(DN2,\{\}), Bid(DN2,\{caller-ID\})}
\end{align*}
Given the three operations available for the caller ID service, DN2 sets a cost on the negotiation strength of the bid agents. We assume that DN2 wants the service to attempt to display some alternate identification before displaying the fact that the number is unlisted.

Default(caller-ID, (Identified(DN) \lor Wanted(DN)), (connect))
only numbers that can be displayed or are wanted by subscriber are connected

Exception(caller-ID, 1, (\neg Identified(DN) \land Name-Displayed(Name)), (connect), 2)
display alternate identification

Exception(caller-ID, 2, (\neg Identified(DN) \land Unlisted(DN)), (display("unlisted")), 6)
displays the fact that the caller has an unlisted number

With this service information, the negotiation proceeds as follows. First the pre- and post-conditions of the requirements from DN1 services would be given to DN2. In our example, the requirements are Default-Pre(DN1, unlisted) = (\neg Identified(DN1)) and Default-Post(DN1, unlisted) = connect. DN2 then acquires default bids for all of its callee services, which are, Default-Pre(DN2, caller-ID) = Identified(DN) \lor Wanted(DN) and Default-Post(DN2, caller-ID) = connect. A comparison by DN2 shows the defaults to be in conflict. Thus, DN2 acquires all exception operations for this conflicting service. Services not in conflict do not bid with exceptions. Thus, DN2 returns the following.

Exception-Pre(DN2, caller-ID, 1) = (\neg Identified(DN) \land Name-Displayed(Name))
Exception-Post(DN2, caller-ID, 1) = connect
Exception-Pre(DN2, caller-ID, 2) = (\neg Identified(DN) \land Unlisted(DN))
Exception-Post(DN2, caller-ID, 2) = display("unlisted")

At this point, DN1 examines the exceptions and finds that the conflict with its default remains. Therefore, DN1 acquires its exception operations for all service requirements still in conflict.

Exception-Pre(DN1, unlisted, 1) = (\neg Identified(DN1) \land Name-Displayed("Lee"))
Exception-Post(DN1, unlisted, 1) = connect

Exception-Pre(DN1, unlisted, 1) and Exception-Pre(DN2, caller-ID, 1) can be matched successfully with Name = "Lee". Thus, the connection between DN1 and DN2 is established.

In an attempt to resolve service interactions, many researchers have chosen a path of formal specification or DAI. An important distinction between our work and other DAI approaches to the service interaction problem is that local information is completely decoupled in that we do not rely on shared preference hierarchies [13], etc. Communication between agents involves the exchange of requirements and bid specifications. This information can change locally (e.g., when a DN subscribes to a new service or cancels an old one) without necessitating any changes in the knowledge of other agents. This allows the development of more robust and flexible systems.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown how distributed agents can resolve conflicts using formally specified requirements and capabilities. To develop a full-fledged multi-paradigm approach to negotiation,
we need to develop mechanisms to use when the formal specification is incomplete. This development would require encoding knowledge to detect a situation where relevant pre-compiled negotiation knowledge is unavailable, and then formulating a negotiation strategy to deal with such circumstances. During such encounters, the system would preferably acquire new conflict resolution knowledge to fill in the gaps in the formal specification. We believe that we can use ideas from explanation-based generalization and learning [3], [8] to address some of these critical issues. We also intend to develop a CASE tool to aid specification input and refinement for services.
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